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1. Introduction

The mid Eighteenth Century was a time of great scien-
tific experimentation and observation during which some of
the basic aspects of respiratory physiology and metabolism
began to be elucidated. This was the time when the fun-
damental elements of earth, air, fire and water proposed
by Aristotle began to be reappraised. The Phlogiston the-
ory was finally exploded and a basic understanding of ele-
ments, respiratory gases and metabolism began to emerge.
It was also a time of radical social movements with political
and religious unrest and revolution taking place. This sci-
entific and social upheaval can be seen in the lives of three
great chemists of that era: Scheele, Lavoisier and Priestley,
all of whom added significantly to the pieces of the phys-
iological jigsaw puzzle that was being put together at this
time.

2. Joseph Priestley (1733–1804)

2.1. Early life

Priestley was born near Birstall in a small village called
Fieldhead near Leeds on March 13 1733. (It is interesting to
note that this was before the introduction of the Gregorian
calendar which came into general usage in 1751 after which
time he celebrated his birthday on the 24 March!) He was
the oldest child and had three brothers and two sisters and
when his mother, Mary Swift, died in 1739 his father, a
cloth-dresser, brought up the five children single-handed.
In 1742, Joseph went to live with his aunt, Sarah Keighley
who arranged for his schooling. He was an avid scholar
(perhaps because he was often ill, with one severe attack
of tuberculosis) and was soon competent in maths, Latin,
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Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac and Arabic as well as English.
He also taught himself the basics of algebra, geometry and
mathematics.

2.2. Training as a Priest

When aged 19, Priestley entered Daventry School,
Northamptonshire, (which was a Dissenting Academy i.e.
their doctrines differed from the Church of England) to train
for the church. He was thus trained as a Nonconformist cler-
gyman which meant that he could only preach in a chapel
and that he would be unable to serve in the army or attend
a university. Although the school was recognised to have
the highest academic standards, the young Priestley aug-
mented his lessons with further studies of history, science,
philosophy and Greek. His views began to become steadily
more unorthodox despite their sincerity and his genuine
piety. In 1755 he became an assistant minister to a Pres-
byterian congregation in Needham Market, Suffolk but his
‘freethinking’ views and poor public speaking ability related
to a stammer plus his single marital status, soon upset the
congregation and he was forced to leave. In 1758 he moved
to Nantwich in Cheshire where he found more sympathetic
parishioners and he soon started a day school with some
36 students.

2.3. Life as a teacher

While teaching in Nantwich he became more and more
interested in science and was soon providing his students
with air pumps and electrostatic generators to develop their
interest too. Due to these successes he was appointed as a
tutor in languages and literature at Warrington Academy in
Lancashire in 1761. In the same year he published a text-
book on “The rudiments of English Grammar” which was
to remain popular for the next 50 years. 5 further books on
the theory of language, biography, liberal education, history
and general policy followed between 1762 and 1788. His
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teaching was based on his desire to prepare his pupils for
the practicalities of life and the school at which he taught
became one of the most popular in the UK at that time. In
recognition of his accomplishments, Edinburgh University
conferred a LL.D degree on Priestley in 1765. He taught new
subjects at that time including modern history and science.

2.4. Family life

Whilst at Warrington, in 1762, he married the only daugh-
ter of an ironmaster of Bersham, near Wrexham in Wales. He
had been introduced to the family through the son, William,
who was a student at his school. This 18-year-old woman
called Mary Wilkinson gave him a daughter and three sons
and provided a stable home life. Priestley was a great family
man, caring for his wife and children and enthusiastic to de-
velop every aspect of his and their lives. He taught himself
to play the flute and believed everyone should have musical
skills. They were never a wealthy family but the house was
always busy with often boarders being taken in to supple-
ment their income.

2.5. Interest in science

Over the next few years Priestley began to become more
and more interested in science. From 1765 onwards, he spent
at least one month a year in London where he met and de-
bated with the leaders in the field of science as well as lead-
ing political theorists including Richard Price and Benjamin
Franklin. In 1766 he was elected to the Royal Society of
London mainly as a result of his experiments in electric-
ity and the following year he published his work on“The
history and Present State of electricity.”He produced two
versions of this, one for the scientific elite and a simpler
version for more general reading. He was the first to note
that graphite was an electrical conductor. It is interesting to
see that he was the first to describe the use of India rubber
to erase pencil marks, something he discovered whilst pub-
lishing a book on perspective drawing that he had written
because there was nothing available on the subject and he
had taught himself the technique to illustrate his book on
electricity.

In 1767 he became minister of Mill Hill chapel in Leeds
where he could devote more time to his researches. His
initial interest in gases was initiated by observations in the
local brewery in Leeds where he observed the production
of ‘fixed air’ (carbon dioxide) from the fermentation vats.
At this time the world of chemistry recognised only three
gases; air, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. In the next six
years, Priestley was to isolate 4 further gases which he did
through the development of a special pneumatic trough that
collected the gases above mercury and thus ‘saved’ those
that were water soluble. The pneumatic trough that collected
gases over water had been described by Stephen Hales in
1727 in his book Vegetable Staticks. Priestley was able to
isolate and describe nitrous air (nitric oxide), red nitrous

vapour (nitrogen dioxide), diminished nitrous air (nitrous
oxide) and marine acid air (hydrogen chloride). In 1772 he
published this work in the Philosophical Transactions where
it was seen by Lavoisier. In that same year he published work
on light and optics and described a technique of making
stored water more palatable for drinking by adding carbon
dioxide to it. He called the new drink a ‘mephitic julep’ and
thus initiated the whole of the ‘fizzy drink’ industry.

In December 1772 Priestley moved again, this time to
Calne in Wiltshire where he was appointed as librarian
and tutor to the sons of the Earl of Shelbourne, William
Fitzmaurice-Petty. The following year he was awarded the
Copley medal by the Royal Society for his work on gases.

2.6. Priestley and oxygen

On August 1 1774 Priestley collected a colourless, odour-
less gas from the heating of red mercuric oxide with sunlight
focussed through a 12 inch ‘burning lens’. He had isolated
oxygen. He called this ‘dephlogisticated air’ as it supported
the vigorous burning of a candle flame and allowed a mouse
to survive in a sealed container for an hour compared to the
expected 15 min of life in a similar volume of air. Priestley
wrote “I have discovered an air five or six times as good as
common air” . Priestley inhaled the ‘new gas’ himself and
remarked “I fancied that my breast felt peculiarly light and
easy for some time afterwards.” In 1775 writing of his dis-
covery in the Philosophical Transactions he says“this air is
of exalted nature. . . ..A candle burned in this air with amaz-
ing strength of flame; and a bit of red hot wood crackled
and burnt with a prodigious rapidity, exhibiting an appear-
ance something like that of iron glowing with a white heat
and throwing sparks in all directions.”

On a tour of the continent the following year, Priestley
met Lavoisier in Paris and told him of this development and
the French scientist immediately set about his investigation
of this ‘new gas’. Priestley was unable to accept Lavoisier’s
later research that suggested the Phlogiston theory was not
valid and he was to remain almost the last chemist to con-
tinue to uphold the theory until his death.

Priestley was able to show that green plants gave off de-
phlogisticated air in sunlight, an observation that would help
elucidate photosynthesis over the next two decades by In-
genhousz and Senebier. Priestley wrote“The injury which
is continually done to the atmosphere by the respiration of
such a large number of animals. . . ..is, in part at least, re-
paired by the vegetable creation.”

Oxygen was not his only discovery at this time as he de-
scribed ammonia, sulphur dioxide, silicon tetrafluoride and
carbon monoxide in subsequent years.

2.7. Later life

In 1779 Priestley moved to Birmingham, partly at the
suggestion of his brother-in –law, John Wilkinson and partly
because his presence at Lord Shelbourne’s house and within
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his social circle was becoming increasingly difficult. It was
Priestley’s political views that engendered this discomfort
and he actively supported the American revolutionaries in
their attempts to cede from the UK. Shelbourne retained
his respect for Priestley and provided him with a significant
pension of £150 a year for the rest of his life. In Birmingham,
Priestley continued to preach and experiment, writing a large
series of books and pamphlets on religion and theology. His
viewpoint was rather radical for this era with his rejection
of the Trinity and the factual base of the Bible. This was
the doctrine of Unitarianism in which Christ is considered
to be an ordinary man, the Trinity does not exist and the
Virgin birth did not occur; Priestley had firmly adopted these
tenets whilst preaching in Leeds. Priestley joined the Lunar
Society, Birmingham’s rival to the Royal Society that was
so named as its members held monthly meetings and then
walked home in the evening by the light of the full moon.
Its members included Erasmus Darwin, Mathew Boulton,
Josiah Wedgwood and James Watt and their remit was the
use of science to enhance industry.

In 1780 Priestley was elected to the St. Petersburg
Academy in recognition for his scientific contributions but
he was now more involved with theological debate and
investigation. Priestley’s radical views were not however
limited to religion and he was a great believer in the rights
of the individual and the rights of people to have a voice
in government. It was this background that caused him to
support the French revolution openly, a stance that angered
local residents who stormed his house in July 1791 and
burnt it and his laboratory to the ground.

Having lost his library and all his papers, Priestley moved
to Hackney in North London where he taught at the New
College and preached at the Gravel Pit Chapel. By 1793,
with the execution of Louis XVI and the declaration of war
with France, Priestley found himself more and more iso-
lated so that in April of 1794 he emigrated to the USA and
took up residence in Northumberland, Pennsylvania where
his three sons had elected to live the previous year. Al-
though he continued to experiment and research he felt
isolated from his English colleagues and refused offers of
a Chair at the University of Pennsylvania. His wife and
youngest son died within a year of each other in 1796 and
Priestley found himself short of funds and under consid-
erable attack for his radical political and religious views.
There were moves to extradite him back to England as he
never took American citizenship but thanks to ‘friends in
high places’, and notably the patronage of Thomas Jeffer-
son and John Adams, Priestley was allowed to stay. In 1796
he published a final scientific paper on why the phlogis-
ton theory was still valid, an ironic statement at a time
when almost the whole of the scientific world had aban-
doned it. He published some further religious books but his
health was in considerable decline and died on February 6
1804.

His home is now a National Historic landmark museum
and can be visited.

3. Antoine-Laurent de Lavoisier (1743–1794)

3.1. Early life

Lavoisier was born on 26 August 1743 in Paris. His fa-
ther, a prosperous lawyer, was a prosecutor at the Parlement
de Paris and he ensured that his son had an extensive edu-
cation. He was enrolled at the College des Quatre Nations
where his interest in science was encouraged and his inter-
est in precise and logical thought emerged. He wrote “I was
accustomed to the rigorous reasoning of mathematicians.
They never take up a proposition until the one preceding it
has been solved. Everything is connected, from the defini-
tion of the point and the line up to the most sublime truths
of transcendent geometry.” In June 1761 he left this college
and started to study law and having graduated in 1764 he
joined his father at the Parlement de Paris. Whilst he was
taking his law degree he continued to follow his interest
in science and spent time studying meteorology, botany,
anatomy, electricity, mineralogy and geology. Each one of
these was studied with the help of a specialist in that field.
This broad education in both arts and science gave Lavoisier
a unique grounding on which his subsequent career was
based. He had a mind that could adapt itself to any problem
e.g. in 1766 he was awarded a gold medal by the King for
the design of a new form of street lighting for Paris.

3.2. Initial interests

His first major research work was on geology and min-
eralogy. In 1767 Lavoisier worked for 4 months with Jean
Etienne Guettard who produced the prodigious Atlas min-
eralogique de la France. Lavoisier soon felt able to create a
theory on how the earth had formed. He believed that the
earth’s crust was formed from two components, an old soil,
made of granites that were poor in fossils and a second soil
that was sedimentary and full of fossils. His observations
could not always be fitted into this simple theory and he
soon turned his mind to other matters.

Meteorology was to be a life-long interest, from the age of
20 until his death he collected basic barometric observations.
His comparative work on temperature measurements led to
the development of precise rules for the manufacture and
graduation of thermometers. He was interested in weather
forecasting and used a network of people across France to
collect data on atmospheric pressure, wind directions and
relative humidity. He wrote “With all this information it
is almost always possible to predict one or two days in
advance, within a rather broad range of probability, what
the weather is going to be; it is even thought that it will not
be impossible to publish daily forecasts which will be very
useful to society” [1].

In 1768 he was elected to the Academy of Sciences,
France’s most elite scientific institution. Later in the same
year he joined the private corporation that collected taxes
for the French crown on a profit and loss basis. This was
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the Ferme Generale. This was to prove his eventual down-
fall as such work was denounced as traitorous to France by
Citizen Jean-Paul Marat in the French revolution some 25
years later. It was to be beneficial in other ways as it was his
future father-in-law, Jacques Paulze, who had a controlling
share in the Ferme Generale and it was to him that Lavoisier
first suggested investing his mother’s inheritance in this cor-
poration; and in so doing was to meet his future wife.

In 1775 he was appointed a commissioner of the Royal
Gunpowder and Saltpetre Administration and moved into the
Paris Arsenal. It was here that he developed his laboratory
that was to attract visits from chemists from across Europe.
During this time he developed a greater purity of saltpetre
and also improved the method of granulating the various
other constituents of gunpowder.

3.3. Family life

In 1771, Lavoisier married a beautiful 13 year old girl
called Marie-Anne Pierrette Paulze (1758–1836). She was
able to translate English documents for him (including
Priestley’s papers) and also illustrated his books having
taken painting lessons from the French artist, David and
then studying engraving. David’s portrait of the couple
in their laboratory hangs in the New York Metropolitan
Museum of Art. Lavoisier had no children.

3.4. Chemistry

It was to chemistry that Lavoisier was naturally drawn al-
though he continued to work in other disciplines. At this time
chemistry was still bound by Aristotle’s view that there were
four elements in nature; fire, earth, water and air. It was be-
lieved that the principle goal of chemistry was to analyse in-
dividual substances, determine their properties, ‘break them
down’ into their basic constituents and then see how they
reacted with other compounds. It was recognise that there
was a point at which substances could not be ‘decomposed’
further and that these should be regarded as principles or
elements and were essentially the elements of Aristotle. It
was not long before Lavoisier recognised the limitations of
such a theory and noted that it was surprising that chemists
who had identified so many ‘elemental’ substances were still
bound by this theory of only four. He, himself, was able
to demonstrate 33 substances that he considered were ele-
ments in that he was unable to break them down into simpler
substances. One of these was something he called ‘caloric’
which could not be weighed as it was the heat or light emit-
ted during some chemical reactions. It is perhaps ironic that
he was a believer in caloric but was adamant in his opposi-
tion to the equally nebulous phlogiston.

It is difficult for modern science to understand the ratio-
nale for a large number of the then current theories of chem-
istry. There was a fully accepted belief for example that
matter could be transmuted into other matter. The best ex-
ample of this was the changing of water into soil by boiling.

Lavoisier was to demonstrate the inaccuracy of this theory
by boiling pure water in a special container for 100 days
after which time no earth had been created.

3.5. The chemistry of gases

In September of 1772 Montigny (1733–1777) who was a
senior figure in both the French Academy and the Finance
Ministry asked Lavoisier to look into a secret report he had
received from England that scurvy could be treated by car-
bonated water. Priestley had reported to the Royal Society
that a mixture of fixed air and water was very effective in
this respect. While there was a strong tradition of pneumatic
experimentation in England, the French regarded such work
as uninteresting and believed that air was just a receptacle
for exhalation! This simple request was to be the impetus
for a huge development in the understanding of respiratory
gases and basic physiology.

3.6. Phlogiston

Johann Becher (1635–1682) had proposed his theory of
phlogiston and this was refined and developed by Georg
Stahl (1660–1734). They believed that when substances
were burnt they released phlogiston which was an element
of their composition. The phlogiston could be seen dur-
ing combustion as fire, flame or light. It was this loss of
phlogiston that turned metals into oxides. When phlogiston
was lost by a substance then it was taken up by the air
but there was a limit to the amount of phlogiston that the
air could take up and this explained why if something was
burnt inside a closed container the fire sometimes went out
before all the substance had been consumed. To create a
metal from its oxide then phlogiston had to be returned to
the compound and this was done by a process of reduction
in the presence of carbon (usually charcoal). It was consid-
ered that different substances contained different amounts
of phlogiston so that carbon, wood and fat contained a lot
while stone contained very little.

Respiration was considered to be a form of combustion so
that phlogiston was emitted by a creature during breathing.
If air was removed from around a living creature then there
was nowhere for the phlogiston to go and so respiration
would cease and the creature died. The problem with this
theory was that if oxidation caused the release of phlogiston
then there should be a change in weight of the substance that
could be measured. In fact oxidation increases the weight of
the metal and this was either conveniently ignored or it was
suggested that phlogiston had a negative weight. Lavoisier
could not accept such a concept or indeed the whole theory
of phlogiston. It was nonsense to him that phlogiston could
have both positive weight and negative weight or sometimes
no weight at all just to satisfy the results of experiments. He
was able to demonstrate that the production of metal oxides
that were heavier than their original metals was the result
of a combination of the metal with air. In 1777 we wrote
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a paper on combustion in general that outlined his findings
and then in 1783 he wrote Reflexions sur le Phlogistique
in which he elaborated the inconsistencies within the whole
Phlogiston Theory.

3.7. Oxygen

Carl Wilhelm Scheele (1742–1786), a Swedish Chemist
from Stralsund, Pomerania in Germany, wrote a chemical
treatise on air and fire which was published in Upsalla and
Leipzig in 1777[2]. He had been working as a Pharma-
cist in Stockholm while performing his experiments between
1772 and 1773. His work thus predated that of both Priest-
ley and Lavoisier but it was not published until after them.
He called oxygen ‘fire air’ and manufactured it in a vari-
ety of ways. His experiments with plants, bees and other
insects which he isolated in containers of air demonstrated
clearly the importance of oxygen to maintain life. He de-
scribed nitrogen (vitiated air) that was inert with respect to
combustion and respiration, oxygen (fire air) that made up
one third of common air and carbon dioxide (aerial acid)
that was released by combustion and respiration. He noted
that plants would not grow well in pure oxygen and yet
sadly could not work out the relationship between respi-
ration in animals and plants from his experimental results.
His observation that “it is the fire-air by means of which
the circulation of the blood and of the juices in animals and
plants is so fully maintained” was close but not quite close
enough.

Lavoisier had communicated by letter with Scheele in
1774 and knew all about his work with bees and his concept
of fire air. In March of 1775 Lavoisier performed his exper-
iments on red oxide of mercury. He did this over a 12 day
period and showed that by heating mercury he was able to
form an oxide which on further heating reduced itself to the
metal again with the liberation of gases. Lavoisier was able
to collect these gases in a pneumatic trough and showed that
this fixed air had remarkable properties. It would support
respiration in animals and activated combustion. This was an
‘air eminently respirable’ or vital air. He had demonstrated
that air was composed of two main parts; one of these would
combine with metals to form calxes and was also responsi-
ble for acidity this he called ‘air eminently respirable’. He
wrote this up in Considerations Generales sur la nature des
Acides in 1778. He repeated Scheele’s work and was able
to demonstrate that after an animal had died in a confined
space and the carbon dioxide was absorbed by alkali the re-
maining portion (which he called foul air [nitrogen]) was
identical to that found after metals were oxidised in air. He
noted that this foul air could be turned in to common air
again by the addition of ‘air eminently respirable’. The fol-
lowing year he named this gas oxygen (which is Greek for
acid-former) the other portion he named azote (Greek for
no-life).

He was also able to show that the ‘inflammable air’ de-
scribed by Cavendish, which he termed hydrogen (Greek for

water-former) did exactly this when combined with oxygen
it formed dew that appeared to be water.

3.8. Respiratory and metabolic experiments

In collaboration with Pierre Simon de Laplace, Lavoisier
performed a series of experiments to clarify details of res-
piratory physiology. In 1780 they showed that a guinea pig
could produce 3 g of carbonic acid in ten hours when breath-
ing oxygen. They then surrounded another guinea pig in a
cage with ice which in turn was surrounded by another outer
wall of ice. They postulated that the heat produced by the
animal would melt the inner portions of ice in a directly
proportional manner while the outer layer of ice maintained
a constant temperature for the experiment. In a 24 h period
370 g of ice melted. They stated that “heat produced dur-
ing respiration by the transformation of humid air into dry
air is the principle cause of animal heat conservation and
if other causes intervene the effect is negligible. Respiration
is thus a very slow combustion phenomenon, very similar
to that of coal, it is conducted inside the lungs, not giving
out light since the fire matter is absorbed by the humidity of
the organs of the lungs. Heat developed by this combustion
goes into the blood vessels that pass through the lungs and
which subsequently flow to the entire body. Thus air that we
breathe is used to conserve our bodies in two fashions: it
removes from the blood fixed air, which can be very harmful
when abundant; and heat which enters our lungs from this
phenomenon replaces heat lost in the atmosphere.”

Lavoisier then collaborated with another chemist, Armand
Seguin (1767–1835) to investigate the influence of muscular
work on metabolism. They used measurements of carbon
dioxide production together with changes in pulse rate to
determine metabolic effects of cold, exercise and food in
themselves. In one series of experiments they suggested that
resting metabolism increased by 10% in a cold environment
when no food had been taken, increased 50% with food
intake, 200% with exercise and 300% with exercise and
eating. The exact figures are quite interesting.

Seguin at 26C at rest consumed 24 litres of air per hour, at
12C this increased to 27 litres; after a good meal this rose to
38 litres. While carrying a 7 kg load a distance of 200 metres
and fasted, Seguin consumed 63 litres per hour which rose
to 91 litres after he did a similar exercise after a good meal.

This was a major linking of the effects of respiration and
in particular oxidation (combustion in their view) with food
intake, ambient temperature and exercise.

Lavoisier observed “we have succeeded in observing two
laws of the utmost importance: the first is that the increase in
the number of heartbeats is in quite direct proportion to the
sum of the weights lifted to a determined height; the second
is that the quantity of vital air consumed is in direct propor-
tion to the product of the inspirations through heartbeats.”

By 1790 Lavoisier was able to report to the Academy of
Science that “the purpose of respiration is not to cool the
blood, as was believed in ancient times. It is rather a slow
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combustion of carbon and hydrogen, similar in every way
to that which takes place in a lamp or lighted candle and, in
that respect, breathing animals are active combustable bod-
ies that are burning and wasting away.” He continued “it is
the atmospheric air which furnishes the oxygen necessary
for this combustion. The blood provides the fuel and its oxi-
dation in the lungs explains the change in colour. This com-
bustion produces carbonic gas and water. This combustion
is also the source of body heat. Since air vital cannot be con-
verted into carbonic acid except by the addition of carbon,
and cannot be converted into water except by the addition
of hydrogen and the double combination cannot occur un-
less the air vital loses a part of its specific caloric, the result
is that the effect of respiration is to extract from the blood
a portion of carbon and hydrogen and to replace it with a
portion of its specific caloric. During circulation the caloric
is distributed with the blood through the animal system, and
maintains that almost constant temperature observed with
all breathing animals.”

Lavoisier was so close to the physiological truth and it
was perhaps only his reliance on the concept of caloric as
an element that prevented him from fully linking metabolic
and respiratory physiology. He noted the link between nu-
trition and metabolism when he wrote “This combustion(as
described above)has a metabolic cost. Since it is the very
substance of the animal, it is the blood which transports the
fuel. If the animal did not habitually replace, through nour-
ishing themselves, what they lose through respiration, the
lamp would very soon run out of oil and the animal would
perish, just as the lamp goes out when it lacks fuel.”

He was open minded enough to realise that the carbonic
acid might come from metabolism. He wrote “It is possible
that a part of the carbonic acid is formed by digestion, that
it is introduced into the circulation with the chyle and when
it reaches the lungs is released from the blood as the oxygen
combines with it through a superior affinity.”

Lavoisier also realised that there was a cooling mechanism
present in the body to overcome the production of too much
heat (caloric). However he viewed it in an unusual manner.
He believed that perspiration drew water from an organism
and combined it with caloric to produce water vapour. This
loss of caloric helped to maintain the temperature of an
organism within narrow limits. He also noted that much
caloric and water vapour was lost from the lungs during
respiration.

3.9. Nutritional experiments

Lavoisier was aware that animal tissue contained nitrogen
and showed by the study of plants that sugars and starches
were made up of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. In 1778
he reported to the French Academy of science that wheat
and flour as well as barley and oats contained a variety of
nutritious substances. He highlighted the potential value of
gluten and suggested that starch was not the only valuable
substrate for metabolism.

3.10. Observational base to chemistry

Lavoisier initiated the move from qualitative experimen-
tation in chemistry to one based on quantitative work. He
was a firm believer in the value of careful laboratory exper-
imentation coupled with meticulous observation.

He said “I have tried. . . to arrive at the truth by linking up
facts; to suppress as much as possible the use of reasoning,
which is often an unreliable instrument which deceives us, in
order to follow as much as possible the torch of observation
and experiment”.

The main characteristic of his methodology was the use
of very accurate weighing scales to weigh both the reagents
and the products of his experiments. He thus showed that
during any chemical reaction there was a conservation of
this weight, the fundamental law of conservation of matter
was thus described.

He published a book in 1789 Traite elementaire de chimie
in 1789[3] which is regarded as the first modern textbook
of chemistry and also initiated a scientific journal on the
subject, the Annales de Chimie, that reported the latest de-
velopments in experimental work.

3.11. Public health

Lavoisier was not content to spend all his time research-
ing in the laboratory; he was equally active in trying to
improve public health. He studied the provision of better
water supply to Paris via the Yvette Aqueduct, advocated
the cessation of dumping of cesspits into the Seine and lob-
bied for the removal of slaughter-houses to non-residential
areas. He perfected a device to distil sea water into drink-
ing water on board ships and experimented on ways to
feed abandoned neonates with cow’s or sheep’s milk.
He was able to show the dangers of mercuric poison-
ing in those working with felt and the dangers of carbon
monoxide poisoning in workers spending time in cesspools
or sewers.

In addition Lavoisier worked with a Commission that
was attempting to close the grossly inadequate Hotel Dieu
Hospital in Central Paris and replace it with four build-
ings placed more peripherally round the city. Despite royal
support and the project development to the stage of de-
signing the new hospitals, the whole concept was opposed
by the Church and 15 years of constant effort came to
nothing.

3.12. Early work with ether

Lavoisier joined the Royal Society of Medicine in Paris
in 1782 and presented 2 papers to the members. The first
advocated the inhalation of ether to relieve the pain of mi-
graine and the second, presented in 1785, described the ef-
fects of large numbers of people staying in confined spaces
such as hospitals or theatres and the effect that this had on
the air they breathed.
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3.13. Social reform

Lavoisier was a political liberal and felt very strongly
that there should be greater social reform in France. In the
late 1780’s he served on a committee concerned with these
social conditions and suggested sweeping tax reforms and
new economic policies. He also served on another committee
that tried to introduce reforms of the hospitals and prisons
of France. Despite all of these efforts he remained a figure
of affluence and was a constant target of Marat and radical
journalists at the beginning of the revolution.

3.14. Death

He was beheaded during the French Revolution on 8 May
1794, despite his liberal political and social views, because
of his involvement in taxation collection. Lavoisier had given
himself up some five months previously once a warrant for
his arrest had been issued by the Convention. He was tried
with 32 colleagues all of whom were accused of misappro-
priation of funds, excessive profits, abusive distribution of
bonuses, unjustified delays in payment to the public treasury
and increasing profits by introducing excessive amounts of
water into tobacco and then using these profits in a plot
against the French people. 28 of the 32 were found guilty
and executed on the same day. His father-in-law was be-
headed immediately before him. All of their property was
confiscated, probably the real reason behind the prosecution.
A contemporary mathematician, Joseph-Louis Lagrange, is
quoted to have said “It took them only an instant to cut off
that head but it is unlikely that a hundred years will surfice
to reproduce a similar one.”

It is perhaps ironic to note that at the moment of
Lavoisier’s execution, Priestley was sailing away from Ply-
mouth to New York to start his new life having been made
an honorary citizen of France and remaining a staunch
supporter of the Revolution.

4. Conclusions

There appears to be a great desire in history to define
who was the first to do something. In reality it makes no
great difference to today’s work who was first to define
oxygen in the Eighteenth century. What can be seen from

the above lives is the ability of these three great men to set
new paradigms and work to prove their theories. Some were
more accurate than others but it is the ability to take that
lateral step that sets these characters apart from their peers.

It could be considered that if Scheele first isolated oxy-
gen then Priestley defined its properties and then Lavoisier
showed it was an element but in fact they all added a sig-
nificant set of pieces to the physiological jigsaw puzzle of
which oxygen was just a part.

All three were great scientists and all have added to our
knowledge in physiology. It is also interesting to note that all
three have been recognised in the world of stamp collecting
and all three can be found on postage stamps[4].
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Useful web sites

http://historyofscience.free.fr/Lavoisier
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http://scienceworld.wolfram.com/biography/Lavoisier.html
http://en.wilkipedia.org/wiki/KarlWilhelm Scheele
http://webserver.lemoyne.edu/faculty/giunta/scheele77.html
http://www.spaceship-earth.org/Biograph/Priestley.htm
http://www.woodrow.org/teachers/chemistry/institutes/
1992/Priestley.html
http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/ppet/priestley
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